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Les Fleurs du mal, Charles Baudelaire's masterpiece, takes pride of place in this new bilingual edition, with Francis Scarfe's elegant prose versions for support. All of Baudelaire's other collections, occasional
and juvenile verse are included. Scarfe's introduction on the man, his circle, and poetry is an ideal entry-point for new readers.
Erotic memoir
This IBM® Redbooks® publication provides a practical guide to the design, installation, configuration, and maintenance of IBM Content Manager OnDemand Version 9.5. Content Manager OnDemand
manages the high-volume storage and retrieval of electronic statements and provides efficient enterprise report management. Content Manager OnDemand transforms formatted computer output and printed
reports, such as statements and invoices, into electronic information for easy report management. Content Manager OnDemand helps eliminate costly, high-volume print output by capturing, indexing,
archiving, and presenting electronic information for improved customer service. This publication covers the key areas of Content Manager OnDemand, some of which might not be known to the Content
Manager OnDemand community or are misunderstood. The book covers various topics, including basic information in administration, database structure, storage management, and security. In addition, the
book covers data indexing, loading, conversion, and expiration. Other topics include user exits, performance, retention management, records management, and many more. Because many other resources
are available that address subjects on different platforms, this publication is not intended as a comprehensive guide for Content Manager OnDemand. Rather, it is intended to complement the existing Content
Manager OnDemand documentation and provide insight into the issues that might be encountered in the setup and use of Content Manager OnDemand. This book is intended for individuals who need to
design, install, configure, and maintain Content Manager OnDemand.
Utilise Excel 2013 capabilities to build effective financial models Using Excel for Business Analysis, Revised Edition provides practical guidance for anyone looking to build financial models. Whether for
business proposals, opportunity evaluation, financial reports, or any other business finance application, this book shows you how to design, create, and test your model, then present your results effectively
using Excel 2013. The book opens with a general guide to financial modelling, with each subsequent chapter building skill upon skill until you have a real, working model of your own. Financial tools, features,
and functions are covered in detail from a practical perspective, and put in context with application to real-world examples. Each chapter focuses on a different aspect of Excel modelling, including step-bystep instructions that walk you through each feature, and the companion website provides live model worksheets that give you the real hands-on practice you need to start doing your job faster, more
efficiently, and with fewer errors. Financial modelling is an invaluable business tool, and Excel 2013 is capable of supporting the most common and useful models most businesses need. This book shows you
how to dig deeper into Excel's functionality to craft effective financial models and provide important information that informs good decision-making. Learn financial modelling techniques and best practice
Master the formulas and functions that bring your model to life Apply stress testing and sensitivity analysis with advanced conditionals Present your results effectively, whether graphically, orally, or written A
deceptively powerful application, Excel supports many hundreds of tools, features, and functions; Using Excel for Business Analysis eliminates the irrelevant to focus on those that are most useful to business
finance users, with detailed guidance toward utilisation and best practice.
A New York Review Books Original Hav is like no place on earth. Rumored to be the site of Troy, captured during the crusades and recaptured by Saladin, visited by Tolstoy, Hitler, Grace Kelly, and Princess
Diana, this Mediterranean city-state is home to several architectural marvels and an annual rooftop race that is a feat of athleticism and insanity. As Jan Morris guides us through the corridors and quarters of
Hav, we hear the mingling of Italian, Russian, and Arabic in its markets, delight in its famous snow raspberries, and meet the denizens of its casinos and cafés. When Morris published Last Letters from Hav in
1985, it was short-listed for the Booker Prize. Here it is joined by Hav of the Myrmidons, a sequel that brings the story up-to-date. Twenty-first-century Hav is nearly unrecognizable. Sanitized and monetized, it
is ruled by a group of fanatics who have rewritten its history to reflect their own blinkered view of the past. Morris’s only novel is dazzlingly sui-generis, part erudite travel memoir, part speculative fiction, part
cautionary political tale. It transports the reader to an extraordinary place that never was, but could well be.
"THE ONLY EXCEL VLOOKUP FUNCTION BOOK YOU WILL EVER NEED" - Sales Manager of an Oil Products Manufacturing Company Did you know that being an Excel Champion increases your
chances of getting promotions and better jobs? If you don't believe me, continue reading. The person who is a Microsoft Excel Champion can perform better because that person knows how to use excel
functions and formulas, acomplishing more, investing less time in front of the computer and as a result has more time available to tackle other activities that need attention and achieve a better outcome at the
end of the day. I know this because I have personally experienced it. Thanks to Excel I was able to get a better job and also thanks to my Excel knowledge I was promoted. You will learn to use VLOOKUP in
many different ways in your job or business. VLOOKUP is a tool, think of it as a hammer (also a tool). A hammer can be used in different situations. Here you will learn to use VLOOKUP in different real life
situations so that none of them take you by surprise. You will learn in a practical and straightforward way, with this course full of exercises and examples. You can also use the .xlsx files to practice. You will
learn quickly and in an easy to understand way. You can achieve a basic level from the first 3 chapters of the book, while in the following chapters you can become an Excel VLOOKUP Champion and be the
best in your workplace using this powerful tool. Here is the Table of Contents. You will learn EVERYTHING about VLOOKUP. CHAPTER 1: WHAT IS VLOOKUP AND WHICH ARE ITS BENEFITS?
CHAPTER 2: THE VLOOKUP STRUCTURE CHAPTER 3: BEGINNING TO BECOME A VLOOKUP CHAMPION CHAPTER 4: COMMON ERRORS AND HOW TO SOLVE THEM CHAPTER 5: VLOOKUP
THROUGH DIFFERENT WORKSHEETS CHAPTER 6: VLOOKUP FOR DIFFERENT REFERENCE VALUES CHAPTER 7: VLOOKUP WHEN YOU NEED RESULTS OF MULTIPLE CELLS CHAPTER 8:
VLOOKUP AND IF "FUNCTION" (NESTED FUNCTIONS) CHAPTER 9: VLOOKUP AND "IFERROR" FUNCTION (NESTED FUNCTIONS) CHAPTER 10: INDEX AND MATCH. VLOOKUP ALTERNATIVE
TO SEARCH FROM RIGHT TO LEFT (NESTED FUNCTIONS) CHAPTER 11: QUICK FINAL TIPS Take action now and GET THIS BOOK. How much money is your hour worth? $5, $10, $20, $50, $100?
Even if this book could save you just 1 hour a week, it would have been a great return of your investment. And believe me, you can save way much more time than just 1 hour a week. CLICK "BUY NOW"
AND BECOME AN EXCEL VLOOKUP CHAMPION!
Classic pasta dishes from America’s 1st and most beloved master chef Whether you’re entertaining guests or simply cooking for 1, pasta is sure to delight. The ultimate comfort food, it can be found in the
cuisines of nearly every culture. James Beard, heralded by the New York Times as “the dean of American cookery” enriches our understanding of this culinary staple with his collection of recipes and
commentary on store-bought versus homemade pasta, wine pairings, choosing the perfect cheese, and other insights. From familiar spaghetti entrées to more adventurous fare, such as udon noodle soup
and spätzle, Beard brings meals from all over the globe into the home chef’s kitchen. Under the guidance of America’s original gastronomic genius, the basic noodle is elevated in dishes such as basil
lasagna, Portuguese fish stew with orzo, and cheddar angel hair soufflé. Beard on Pasta is full of easy-to-follow recipes, along with tips on preparation, sauce, and serving that you’ll be eager to try. This
comprehensive cookbook provides all the tools you need to make delectable and unforgettable pasta for any occasion.
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Excel 2016 In Depth Full Color: Figures and code appear as they do in Excel 2016 Beyond the Basics…Beneath the Surface...In Depth Do more in less time! Experienced with Excel? Don’t let Excel 2016
make you feel like a beginner again! This new full-color edition of the bestselling book has been completely overhauled. Gone is unnecessary and rarely used content; emphasis is on the most-used and new
aspects of Excel 2016. The result is a focused book where every topic is relevant and worth learning. Excel 2016 In Depth is the fastest, smartest way to master Excel 2016’s full power and updated
interface. You’ll discover how to leverage Excel’s new tools for charting, business analysis, data visualization, forecasting, and more. • Quickly clean your data with Excel 2016’s powerful Get & Transform
tools • Discover Excel 2016’s newest charts: waterfall, histogram, Pareto, sunburst, TreeMap, and Box and Whisker • Use Forecast Sheets to forecast the future, including seasonal adjustments • Pivot data
on maps with 3D Maps, and animate your maps over time • Create formulas, charts, subtotals, and pivot tables faster than ever • Create amazing PowerPivot data mashups that integrate information from
anywhere • Automate repetitive functions using Excel macros • Solve real-world business intelligence analysis problems • Use PowerPivot Data Model to create pivot tables from multiple data sets without
VLOOKUP • Share workbooks on the Web and social networks • Leverage Excel to create highly interactive web pages and online surveys • Quickly apply attractive, consistent formats This book is part of
Que’s Content Update Program. As Microsoft updates features of Excel, sections of this book will be updated or new sections will be added to match the updates to the software. See inside for details.

A powerful tribute to feminist sci-fi about bicycles. It gravitates away from the unfortunately-traditional macho heroes, hurtling through space with giant guns, ready to protect and/or tame their
scantily clad space babe. Elly's visions of the future are populated by strong, intelligent, empowered women with complex personalities. Heroines find meaning and freedom on two wheels in
the confines of a gated space society and in the ravaged earth left behind. Racers compete in deep space and on otherworldly planets. From fantasy to hard sci-fi to dystopia, there's
something for everyone in this little volume that launched a genre.
Get ready for one of Kinsey Millhone's "wildest adventures yet" (San Francisco Examiner) from #1 New York Times bestselling author Sue Grafton Kinsey's skills are about to be sorely tested.
She is about to meet her duplicitous match in a couple of world-class prevaricators who quite literally take her for the ride of her life. "L" Is for Lawless: Call it Kinsey Millhone in bad company.
Call it a mystery without a murder, a treasure hunt without a map, a quest novel with truly mixed-up motives. Call it the return of Kinsey as bad girl-- quick-witted and quicksilvery, smartmouthed and smart-alecky-- poking her nose into everyone's dirty laundry as she joins up with a modern-day Bonnie and Clyde in an Our Gang comedy that will take her halfway across the
country and leave her with a major headache and an empty bank balance. America's favorite borderline delinquent is back with her one-liners on tap and her energy level on high, romping
through her fastest and funniest adventure in this, her twelfth foray into the alphabet of crime. "A" Is for Alibi "B" Is for Burglar "C" Is for Corpse "D" Is for Deadbeat "E" Is for Evidence "F" Is for
Fugitive "G" Is for Gumshoe "H" Is for Homicide "I" Is for Innocent "J" Is for Judgment "K" Is for Killer "L" is for Lawless "M" Is for Malice "N" Is for Noose "O" Is for Outlaw "P" Is for Peril "Q" Is
for Quarry "R" Is for Ricochet "S" Is for Silence "T" Is for Trespass "U" Is for Undertow "V" Is for Vengeance "W" Is for Wasted "X"
Deals with contemporary cultural and community topics with the help of engaging essays Provokes further thought through questions Includes writing activities based on the essays to help
readers write in Spanish as they take a stand on an issue Contains a minimum of two readings in each chapter, each presenting different aspects of a particular debate on topics
Rebecca Rusch is one of the great endurance athletes of our time. Known today as the Queen of Pain for her perseverance as a relentlessly fast runner, paddler, and mountain bike racer,
Rusch was a normal kid from Chicago who abandoned a predictable life for one of adventure. In her new book Rusch to Glory: Adventure, Risk & Triumph on the Path Less Traveled, Rusch
weaves her fascinating life's story among the exotic locales and extreme conditions that forged an extraordinary athlete from ordinary roots. Rusch has run the gauntlet of endurance sports
over her career as a professional athlete-- climbing, adventure racing, whitewater rafting, cross-country skiing, and mountain biking--racking up world championships along the way. But while
she might seem like just another superhuman playing out a fistful of aces, her empowering story proves that anyone can rise above self-doubt and find their true potential. First turning heads
with her rock climbing and paddling skills, Rusch soon found herself spearheading adventure racing teams like Mark Burnett's Eco-Challenge series. As she fought her way through the jungles
of Borneo, raced camels across Morocco, threaded the rugged Tian Shan mountains, and river-boarded the Grand Canyon in the dead of winter, she was forced to stare down her own
demons. Through it all, Rusch continually redefined her limits, pushing deep into the pain cave and emerging ready for the next great challenge. At age 38, Rusch faced a tough decision: retire
or reinvent herself yet again. Determined to go for broke, she shifted her focus to endurance mountain bike racing and rode straight into the record books at a moment when most athletes walk
away. Rusch to Glory is more than an epic story of adventure; it is a testament to the rewards of hard work, determination, and resilience on the long road to personal and professional triumph.
Based on popular essays in New York Times’ Modern Love and Salon, as well as an Off-Broadway one-person play, The Pleasure Plan is a sexual healing odyssey, a manifesto for women to
claim pleasure as a priority, and a love story all at once. Fifty percent of adult women have some form of sexual dysfunction at some point of their lives, preventing them from enjoying vibrant,
soul-satisfying sex. Such was the case with Laura Zam, who suffered the blame, shame, and embarrassment of feeling bedroom broken. For her, delving between the sheets meant physical
pain, zero desire, and emotional scars from being molested in her early years. However, in her late forties, after meeting and marrying the love of her life, Zam was determined to finally fix her
sensual self. This is her brave and bawdy plan to triage her flaccid romantic life, stepping into a void where intimacy, self-love, and playfulness could be experienced--the full monty of Eros that
had been missing from her existence. The Pleasure Plan is what happened when she decided to challenge her hopelessness. In partnership with her initially reluctant husband, she visited 15
healers and tried 30 pleasure-enhancing methods: from dilators and dildos, to hypnosis and hosting a sex brunch, to cleansing chakras, to making love to her husband in front of a geriatric
Tantric goddess. Packed with humor, heart, and a healthy dose of prescriptive advice, this book chronicles Zam’s insight as she confronts many issues—from mismatched libidos to female
erection enlightenment. Throughout this journey, she and her husband grow as individuals and as a couple, both in and out of the bedroom. Fearlessly honest and full of inspiration, Zam peels
back the layers—or covers—and exposes her foibles, insecurities, and eventual wisdom as she excavates past traumas, accepts and embraces her worth, and claims her right to be completely
alive. Today, Laura works as a sexuality educator, wellness coach, and speaker helping other women who suffer from sexual dysfunction, the effects of trauma, or those who would simply like
more pleasure (of all kinds) in their lives. She also consults with health care providers so they may better assist their clients in achieving sexual well-being. While The Pleasure Plan is Zam’s
personal narrative, it demystifies pervasive taboos, encouraging women to make pleasure a priority, while teaching them how to claim (or reclaim) the power of their sexual selves. It also
shows men how they can support their partners in this #Metoo era. Healthy, sultry intimacy is a right; it is time for women to learn—through glorious trial and error—how to embrace the sensual
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side of themselves. . . exuberantly and unabashedly.
MCTS Exam Cram Windows Server 2008 Applications Infrastructure, Configuring Exam 70-643 Patrick Regan Covers the critical information you’ll need to know to score higher on Exam
70-643! Administer Windows Server 2008 and Core Server using the Control Panel, Computer Management Console, Server Management Console, and other system tools Install roles and
features in Windows Server 2008 Use Windows Deployment Services to centrally manage the entire deployment process in any Windows environment Implement secure, reliable
infrastructure for deploying websites and services Efficiently configure and manage disks, volumes, partitions, and server clusters Ensure high availability in production environments Configure
Terminal Services RemoteApp, Gateway, load balancing, resources, licensing, client connections, and server options Configure Windows Media Server and Digital Rights Management to
deliver audio and video content Deploy virtual machines using Hyper-V and Microsoft’s other virtualization solutions Run Microsoft Windows SharePoint Services to provide effective
collaboration WRITTEN BY A LEADING EXPERT: Patrick Regan, MCSE, MCSA, MCITP, MCT, A+, Network+, Server+, Linux+, Security+, CTT+, CCNA, CNE, has been a PC technician and
network administrator/ engineer for 13 years. Regan has conducted formal and informal training as an IT administrator at Heald Colleges and a product support engineer for Intel. He has
received Heald Colleges’ Teacher of the Year award and several awards from Intel. He is currently a senior network engineer at Pacific Coast Companies, where he supports 160 servers and
70 sites. Regan is the author of several books, including MCTS 70-620 Exam Cram: Microsoft Windows Vista, Configuring; IT Essentials: PC Hardware and Software Labs and Study Guide,
Third Edition; and Troubleshooting the PC with A+ Preparation, Third Edition.
This book provides information on ways to automate routine tasks with Excel and build Excel macros.
This is the eBook of the printed book and may not include any media, website access codes, or print supplements that may come packaged with the bound book. Advance your everyday
proficiency with Excel 2016. And earn the credential that proves it! Demonstrate your expertise with Microsoft Excel! Designed to help you practice and prepare for Microsoft Office Specialist
(MOS): Excel 2016 Core certification, this official Study Guide delivers: In-depth preparation for each MOS objective Detailed procedures to help build the skills measured by the exam Handson tasks to practice what you’ve learned Practice files and sample solutions Sharpen the skills measured by these objectives: Create and manage worksheets and workbooks Manage data
cells and ranges Create tables Perform operations with formulas and functions Create charts and objects About MOS A Microsoft Office Specialist (MOS) certification validates your proficiency
with Microsoft Office programs, demonstrating that you can meet globally recognized performance standards. Hands-on experience with the technology is required to successfully pass
Microsoft Certification exams.
Crammed with comic capers to try out on unsuspecting victims, and side-splitters to share, this ring-binder is a mix of practical pranks and wisecracks. Readers can depress the laughter button on the front for
a tide of titters to accompany their tale telling. Three leaves of stickers and two funny photoframes are included. The jokers journal section contains 365 jokes - one for each day of the year and a space to fill
with diary dates.
A Reader in Medical Anthropology: Theoretical Trajectories, Emergent Realities brings together articles from the key theoretical approaches in the field of medical anthropology as well as related science and
technology studies. The editors’ comprehensive introductions evaluate the historical lineages of these approaches and their value in addressing critical problems associated with contemporary forms of
illness experience and health care. Presents a key selection of both classic and new agenda-setting articles in medical anthropology Provides analytic and historical contextual introductions by leading figures
in medical anthropology, medical sociology, and science and technology studies Critically reviews the contribution of medical anthropology to a new global health movement that is reshaping international
health agendas
Standing atop the wall of California, Michael Checchio decided to head out for Saline and Death Valley, the canyonlands of Arizona and Utah and the uplands of New Mexico. He would re-visit old haunts and
explore new ones-and in so doing rediscover a world he thought he already knew. In Sundown Legends, Checchio offers up the American Southwest as a spiritual repository and source of inspiration. On his
travels he talked to individuals whose imaginations have been shaped by the power of this desert landscape, including Ken Sleight, the Utah wilderness outfitter, who was the inspiration for a character in THE
MONKEY WRENCH GANG and novlist John Nichols, author of the MILAGRO BEANFIELD WAR, who wandered into Taos in the late sixties and found a place to make his stand. Like Michael Wallis, Michael
Checchio is a powerfully gifted writer who has created an intimate and lasting portrait of one of our last remaining wild places.
Math 5 A
MASTER CORE EXCEL 2016 TOOLS FOR BUILDING POWERFUL, RELIABLE SPREADSHEETS! Use this guide to automate virtually any routine task: save yourself hours, days, maybe even weeks! Make
Excel do things you thought were impossible, discover macro techniques you won’t find anywhere else, and create automated reports that are amazingly powerful. Bill Jelen and Tracy Syrstad help you
instantly visualize information, so you can act on it… capture data from anywhere, and use it anywhere… automate Excel 2016’s best new features. You’ll find simple, step-by-step instructions, real-world case
studies, and 50 workbooks packed with bonus examples, macros, and solutions–straight from MrExcel! Get started fast with Excel macro development Work efficiently with ranges, cells, and formulas Build
super-fast applications with arrays Automate Excel’s new pivot table enhancements Collect user data with custom dialogs Make your macros more reliable and resilient Pull data from the Internet with web
queries Use advanced classes, collections, and custom functions Build sophisticated business analysis solutions Read and write to Access or SQL Server databases Control other Office programs, and
Windows itself Write code that also works on older Excel versions Start writing Office Store-style Excel Apps About MrExcel Library Every book in the MrExcel Library pinpoints a specific set of crucial Excel
tasks and presents focused skills and examples for performing them rapidly and effectively. Selected by Bill Jelen, Microsoft Excel MVP and mastermind behind the leading Excel solutions website
MrExcel.com, these books will Dramatically increase your productivity–saving you 50 hours a year or more Present proven, creative strategies for solving real-world problems Show you how to get great
results, no matter how much data you have Help you avoid critical mistakes that even experienced users make This book is part of Que’s Content Update Program. As Microsoft updates features of Excel,
sections of this book will be updated or new sections will be added to match the updates to the software. See inside for details.
This book is dedicated to Aristid Lindenmayer on the occasion of his 60th birthday on November 17, 1985. Contributions range from mathematics and theoretical computer science to biology. Aristid
Lindenmayer introduced language-theoretic models for developmental biology in 1968. Since then the models have been cus tomarily referred to as L systems. Lindenmayer's invention turned out to be one
of the most beautiful examples of interdisciplinary science: work in one area (developmental biology) induces most fruitful ideas in other areas (theory of formal languages and automata, and formal power
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series). As evident from the articles and references in this book, the in terest in L systems is continuously growing. For newcomers the first contact with L systems usually happens via the most basic class of
L systems, namely, DOL systems. Here "0" stands for zero context between developing cells. It has been a major typographical problem that printers are unable to distinguish between 0 (zero) and 0 (oh).
Thus, DOL was almost always printed with "oh" rather than "zero", and also pronounced that way. However, this misunderstanding turned out to be very fortunate. The wrong spelling "DOL" of "DOL" could be
read in the suggestive way: DO L Indeed, hundreds of researchers have followed this suggestion. Some of them appear as contributors to this book. Of the many who could not contribute, we in particular
regret the absence of A. Ehrenfeucht, G. Herman and H.A. Maurer whose influence in the theory of L systems has been most significant.
There are an estimated 400 million Excel users, very few of whom know how to use Excel VBA effectively. This book is designed to get Excel users up and running with Excel VBA. Users will quickly learn
how to automate reports and design applications. Brilliant Excel VBA & Macros explains the shortcomings of the macro recorder, but also covers how to take the recorded code and turn it into something
really useful. Once the user has mastered the macro recorder, the book explains how to understand the object- oriented Visual Basic for Applications Language. Throughout the book there are no-nonsense,
step-by-step tutorials and lots of practical examples aimed directly at business users.
When a Beautiful but Deadly Assassin Murders a Man in a DC Hotel Room, Noble is Ordered to Find The Killer And Bring Her to Justice. After the devastating death of Samantha Gunn, Jake Noble has spent
every night since drinking himself into oblivion. Jake's world is shattered and he's looking for answers, instead he gets a call from Langley. A Secret Service agent has been found dead, the CIA wants to know
who killed him and why. Noble tracks the assassin across two continents only to discover a larger, more sinister plot at work. Someone is trying to destroy the United States of America, and Noble may be the
only man who can stop it. Book 4 in the highly popular Jake Noble Thriller Series! "A top-notch thriller." "A truly a well written, fast-paced, page turning book; I loved it!" "This was a wonderfully well-written and
intense thriller that I thoroughly enjoyed and I will definitely be grabbing future releases in this series." "Fun, sexy, and dark." "I agree with other readers who have compared Miller's NEW HERO - Jake Noble
to Mitch Rapp, Scot Harvath, and I would add Kyle Achilles and Sean Drummond."
Fourteen-year-old Roonie loves hip-hop almost as much as she loves her grandmother. She cannot wait to compete in her school's dance competition. But as her grandmother's health deteriorates, Roonie
becomes more and more reluctant to visit her in the care home. These feelings of guilt and frustration cause Roonie to mess things up with her hip-hop dance partner and best friend, Kira. But while doing
some volunteer hours in the hospital geriatric ward, Roonie meets an active senior recovering from a bad fall. Their shared love of dance and the woman's zest for life help Roonie face her fears, make
amends with Kira and reconnect with Gram before it’s too late.
Randi Barrow is back with another gripping heroic World War II story about a boy and his best friend, a German shepherd! In 1941, the Germans began the long, bloody siege on Leningrad. During the chaos,
twelve-year-old Ivan is sent to live with relatives when his mother's job is moved to the mountains. But it is a long and dangerous journey to get out of Leningrad. After settling into a new town it falls under
Nazi occupation and Ivan is picked by Axel Recht, an especially heinous soldier, to come work for the Nazis. One of Ivan's more pleasant tasks is to train Alex's dogs. Yet Ivan is determined to use his
position to undermine the Nazis and rescue the dogs. But Ivan underestimates Axel's attachment to Zasha and Thor, and soon finds himself being hunted by a ruthless soldier who will stop at nothing to get
his dogs back. As World War II rages around them, Ivan must find a way to hide from Axel, protect Zasha and Thor, avoid the constant barrage of deadly bombings, and survive in the devastating conditions
of a city cut off from the world.
Raised with limited peer interaction, Ernestine St Bennett has difficulty interpreting social cues. At twenty-five she's become a loner; a shy nerd immersed in her scientific studies, whose best friend is her pet
fish, Waldo.Then Ernestine meets Simon Prime, who's obviously a nerd, too! Sympathizing with his social dysfunction, Ernie decides to help poor Simon increase his self-esteem and thus enhance his social
standing. Using principles learned in her fish studies, she'll simply turn Simon from meek to macho.What Ernestine doesn't know (but Waldo suspects) is that Simon Prime is really ex-cop, private investigator
Sam Pierce in disguise. A man who definitely doesn't need his masculinity enhanced!
OGT Exit Level Reading Workbook prepares students for the reading portion of the Ohio Graduation Test. Samples from similar tests provide plenty of practice and students learn to take multiple choice tests
on their comprehension of what they read. Students learn to evaluate their own short answers to targeted questions, and learn from other students' responses to similar questions. This book is suitable for
students in all states who need to take a reading exam for graduation or course completion.
This textbook offers an exhaustive, step-by-step guide through the powerful features of the Oracle Business Intelligence (BI) product suite. One will learn the concepts, methods and techniques for building
sophisticated data analytic modules. Analytic results are then organized into interactive dashboards. A solid foundation is laid for one to progress onto the latest and most advanced data analytic capabilities.
The following specific topics are included in this guide book: Background discussion of data warehousing, business intelligence (BI) and data analytics presented in a form that business professionals can
readily understand; Background concepts regarding logical data models, star schema and snowflake schema warehouse models; How to build analytical models using fact tables, dimensions, dimension
hierarchies, cubes, measures and other multidimensional data model objects; Use interactive Dashboards to analyze data, uncover trends and make strategic business decisions; Export BI results to
productivity software such as Microsoft Office or other external systems; Design customized Dashboards to reflect an individual's role, perspective or business interest; Creating data analyses and
dynamically interact with results produced from Oracle BI; Format analyses using sorts, filters and prompts; Format column output, subtotaling, customization of column properties and transforming column
data using formulas; Create results with compound layouts, including views such as tabular, chart, pivot table, gauge and others; Manage content, permissions and access within the Presentation Catalog.
This textbook includes dozens of learning exercises, with detailed point-and-click solutions also provided.
For more than 50 years, IBM® mainframes have supported an extraordinary portion of the world's computing work, providing centralized corporate databases and mission-critical enterprise-wide applications.
IBM System z®, the latest generation of the IBM distinguished family of mainframe systems, has come a long way from its IBM System/360 heritage. Likewise, its IBM z/OS® operating system is far superior
to its predecessors in providing, among many other capabilities, world-class and state-of-the-art support for the TCP/IP Internet Protocol suite. TCP/IP is a large and evolving collection of communication
protocols that are managed by the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF), an open, volunteer organization. Because of its openness, the TCP/IP protocol suite has become the foundation for the set of
technologies that form the basis of the Internet. The convergence of IBM mainframe capabilities with Internet technology, connectivity, and standards (particularly TCP/IP) is dramatically changing the face of
information technology and driving requirements for even more secure, scalable, and highly available mainframe TCP/IP implementations. The IBM z/OS Communications Server TCP/IP Implementation
series provides understandable, step-by-step guidance for enabling the most commonly used and important functions of z/OS Communications Server TCP/IP. This IBM Redbooks® publication provides
useful implementation scenarios and configuration recommendations for many of the TCP/IP standard applications that z/OS Communications Server supports.
God delivered Israel from Egyptian bondage to captivate them for Himself. In the arid wilderness He planned to reveal His nature and ways to them, but they drew back. How different are we today? Many
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confess the Lordship of Jesus and acknowledge His saving power, yet like Israel, they've drawn back. Rather than pursuing His heart they have cleaved to this world's form of worship-the worship of self. As a
result we have changed the image of Jesus to be like us. Fire can alter these images. The fire we need is found in the Holiness of God. God is calling us to draw nearer still...to tremble on Mt.
Zion...transformed to touch others.
Elevator Industry Aptitude Test (EIAT) study guide, prepared by our dedicated team of exam experts, including practice test questions. Everything you need to pass the EIAT Entrance Test! This book will
help you: · Increase your score with multiple choice strategies from exam experts · Practice with 2 complete practice question sets (over 200 questions) · Make an Elevator Industry Aptitude Test study plan
and study schedule · Answer multiple choice questions strategically 2 Sets of practice test questions including: · Reading Comprehension · Basic Math · Mechanical Comprehension · Test tips · And a lot
more! Hundreds of pages of review and tutorials on all EIAT Test topics Complete Test Preparation Inc. is not affiliated with the creators of the Elevator Industry Aptitude Test, who are not involved in the
production of, and do not endorse this publication. Study Smarter, Not Harder! Like any test, your degree of success on the EIAT Test depends largely on knowing how to study for it. Now, I’m not talking
about burning the candle at both ends. In fact, our goal is to have you studying less not more. Nor are we asking you to spend hundreds of dollars on study guides. Our material is available for a less than the
cost of a good pair of running shoes … more on that in a moment. Practice Makes Perfect The more questions you see, the more likely you are to pass the test. And between our study guide and practice
tests, you’ll have over 200 practice questions that cover every category. You can fine-tune your knowledge in areas where you feel comfortable and be more efficient in improving your problem areas. Our
test has been developed by our dedicated team of experts. All the material in the study guide, including every practice question, is designed to engage the critical thinking skills that are needed to pass the
EIATest. Maybe you have read this kind of thing before, and maybe feel you don’t need it, and you are not sure if you are going to buy this book. Remember though, it only a few percentage points divide the
PASS from the FAIL students. Even if our test tips increase your score by a few percentage points, isn’t that worth it? Why not do everything you can to get the best score on the Elevator Industry Aptitude
Test?

This book explores the diversity of Social Impact Assessment (SIA) models and outlines a self-assessment on models to support social entrepreneurs. The chapters trace the concept and
origins of social entrepreneurship and elicits current implementation of SIA models by social enterprises. The comprehensive review of over seventy five SIA models will be especially useful
for social entrepreneurs and researchers.
Offers over 150 tips and 125 interior wiring projects for improving older electrical systems and replacing switches.
Designed for teaching astrophysics to physics students at advanced undergraduate or beginning graduate level, this textbook also provides an overview of astrophysics for astrophysics
graduate students, before they delve into more specialized volumes. Assuming background knowledge at the level of a physics major, the textbook develops astrophysics from the basics
without requiring any previous study in astronomy or astrophysics. Physical concepts, mathematical derivations and observational data are combined in a balanced way to provide a unified
treatment. Topics such as general relativity and plasma physics, which are not usually covered in physics courses but used extensively in astrophysics, are developed from first principles.
While the emphasis is on developing the fundamentals thoroughly, recent important discoveries are highlighted at every stage.
A comprehensive reference to the newest version of the world’s most popular spreadsheet application: Excel 2010 John Walkenbach's name is synonymous with excellence in computer
books that decipher complex technical topics. Known as "Mr. Spreadsheet," Walkenbach shows you how to maximize the power of all the new features of Excel 2010. An authoritative
reference, this perennial bestseller proves itself indispensable no matter your level of skill, from Excel beginners and intermediate users to power users and potential power users everywhere.
Fully updated for the new release, this latest edition provides comprehensive, soup-to-nuts coverage, delivering over 900 pages of Excel tips, tricks, and techniques you won’t find anywhere
else. Excel guru and bestselling author John Walkenbach ("Mr. Spreadsheet") guides you through every aspect of Excel Delivers essential coverage of all the newest features of Excel 2010
Presents material in a clear, concise, logical format that is ideal for all levels of Excel experience Includes a CD that contains all the templates and worksheets used in the book plus John
Walkenbach's award-winning Power Utility Pak Excel 2010 Bible serves as an excellent resource on all things Excel! Note: CD-ROM/DVD and other supplementary materials are not included
as part of eBook file.
This must-read for lovers of Stephen King's The Shining will leave readers breathless as Seda and her family find themselves at the mercy of a murderer in an isolated and snowbound hotel.
Get ready for what Kirkus calls "A bloody, wonderfully creepy scare ride." When her mom inherits an old, crumbling mansion, Seda's almost excited to spend the summer there. The grounds
are beautiful and it's fun to explore the sprawling house with its creepy rooms and secret passages. Except now her mom wants to renovate, rather than sell the estate—which means they're
not going back to the city...or Seda's friends and school. As the days grow shorter, Seda is filled with dread. They're about to be cut off from the outside world, and she's not sure she can
handle the solitude or the darkness it brings out in her. Then a group of teens get stranded near the mansion during a blizzard. Seda has no choice but to offer them shelter, even though she
knows danger lurks in the dilapidated mansion—and in herself. And as the snow continues to fall, what Seda fears most is about to become her reality...
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